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**Description**

A collection of original, well researched and intelligible essays examining a broad range of media cultures and practices from across South Asia.

‘Shakuntala Banaji has brought together writings on South Asia and Media whose range and quality exceeds anything on the subject that I have seen. The ambition and scope of this volume ensure that it will be a reference for anyone interested in globalization, media and South Asia.’

—Arvind Rajagopal, Associate Professor of Culture and Communications, New York University

‘The popular imagery versioning of South Asia has survived repeated critique. This is a timely collection that shows how this mechanism continues to do its work. Written by up-and-coming scholars who refract the usual gloss differently...a very welcome set of essays.’

—Professor John Hutnyk, Academic Director, Centre for Cultural Studies, Goldsmiths University of London

South Asian Media Cultures examines a wide range of media cultures and practices from across South Asia, using a common set of historical, political and theoretical engagements. In the context of such pressing issues as peace, conflict, democracy, politics, religion, class, ethnicity and gender, these essays explore the ways different groups of South Asians produce, understand and critique the media available to them.

**Readership:** Academics and students of South Asian history, media, politics and culture, as well as students of media studies, cultural studies, social anthropology and film studies.
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